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I. Intmductkm 
If A is a FtiSbenius algebra over a field, then it rs well known that either in the 
category of left A-modules or the category of right A-modules an object is projec- 
tive if and only if it is injective. Further, standard characterizations of Frtibcnius al- 
gebras rcmrnd one of the Paincarf) Duality Theorem except that in the classical case 
there is no grading involved. Thus we introduce the notion of Poincarti algebra over 
a commutative ring. Such an algebra is a graded algebra. If it is concentrated inde- 
gree zero and the ground ring is a field then it is just a Frobenius algebra. We give 
conditions when such algebras hare with Frijbenius algebras the property that for 
modules over them, the notion of injeetiwcs i the szune as the notion of projectives. 
In particular for this to happen, the ground ring does not have to be a field. We also 
show that certain Poincare” algebras are chsracterixcd by the fact that in their module 
categories projective is the same 3s injective. 
Some important algebras arising in algebraic topology are colimits of Poiacart! al- 
gebras. In particular this is the case for the Steenrod algebras. Algebras which are 
colimits of Poincarc’ algebras are usually not Artinian, and hence not Poincare’ alge- 
bras, although they do have certain properties reminiscent of the properties of Poin- 
car6 algebras. In this paper, we define the notion of nearly Frobenius algebra nd 
show that this notion is stable under appropriate colimits. Further we show that 
when such algebras are appropriately small in degree zero, they share with Frobenius 
algebras the property of being self-injectivc. Our work was motivated in part by the 
recent result of Adams and Margolis (I] showing that the mod 2 Steenrod algebra is 
self-injective. Instead of leaving this as an isolated special result, we show that in the 
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context of ~errly Frobenius algebras this type of result is to he expected. In particu- 
lar our results show that all of the Steenrod algebras are self-injective. More gcncr- 
ally. they show that over a field any sub-Hopf algebra of a connected Hopf aigebra 
which is a colimit of finite sub-Hopf algebras has the property that it is self-injestivc. 
A major part of our results were announced in [ 7 1. 
2. Recollections and statement of results 
Let H be a commutative ring with unit. and let Mod(K) be the category of graded 
R-modules. Note that this category is a closed category with a commutative tensor 
product with umt and thus has defined the notion of morphism of degree ft for 
CI E X. but the morphisms of the category are just those of degree zero. 
An R-algebra A is an object of Mod(R) together with mc+isms 
sur*h that the multiplication ~(‘4) is associative and ~f.4 1 is a unit for the multiplicatm. 
A left A-mo+leAI is an object of Mod(R j together with a morphism 
&,W) : .4@lR M -+M which is associative and such that y&l ) acts as a unit. If&f and 
15’ arti left A-modules, a morphism I- : M 4 ,V is a morphism in Mod(R) such that 
A,:%‘) (A @ fi = &(~%f), and composition of morphisms is induced by cfbmposition in 
&d(R). Let A f.1 (resp. $ i denote the category of left (resp. right ) A-modules. These 
categories are hicomplete abelian categories which are both projectively perfect and 
injectively perfect. i.e.. have sufficiently many projectivesand sufficiently many injec- 
tivcs. The tensor product ( Bf, ): MA X ,A$ A4 -, Mod(R) IS a balanced right exact func- 
for of two variables which preserve co;imits. An object _‘V of 4M is flat if 
(= @,&) : Cf., -+ Mod(R) is an exact funckr. Flatness for objects of k4A is defined 
similarly and is of course equivrtlcnt to the vanishing of the higher derived functors 
of the tensor products involved. 
If X and Y are objects of Mod(R). then HomK(.Y, Y) IS the object of Mod(R) 
whose component in degree tt E 2 is the Rmodulc of morphisms of degree IZ from 
X to Y. Thus ifJ’E HomN(X. Y),,, then for y EZ,f’ : X + Ylt+ . The relation be- 
tween upper and lower index notation is that Xy = 1-4 &r any object X of Mod(R). 
rind if _!-E HomR!X, Y),,, fq = ~-~+. If X is an object of AM (Ah ) then HomR(X. Y) 
is zm object of kiA (AtM). In particular, ifo EldP fE HomR(X, Y),,, then 
f;t E Homk(X. Y),,, and for x f X4, (Jti)&c) = lp+y (ax). One denotes HomR (X, K) 
by Xyc. Observe that (X*),, = IX” )* for 11 E Z. 
Recall that if X is an object of Mod(R). then the suspension of X(sX) is defined, 
and fior any Y. 
HomR(sX, Y),+t = HomR(X, Y),, = HomR(X, sY),,+, . 
Similar notation is used for objects of M, or A!& For 11 E Z, if X is an object of one 
of these categories. tts rr-fold suspension is denoted by s”(X). In particular. s”(X) = X. 
An object X of Mod(R) is finitely generated if Xy = 0 for all but a finite number 
c?f mdices (I. and Xq is finitely generated for all 4. In particular, if R = X- is a field. 
then X is a finite dimensional vector space if it is finitely generated over k. 
Definition 2.1. A Frc’dtwius algebra A is a finite dimensional algebra over a field k 
such that .4 viewed as a left A-module is isomorphic with PA * for some N E Z. 
Note that in order to view A * as a left A-module, one views A as a right A-module. 
In the classical case A, = 0 for y Lf 0. and thus ~1 must he zero, and the preceding 
becomes the usual definition of Frfibenius algebra 13; 61. 
Definition 2.2. A Poitwm! dgdwu ,4 IS an R-algebra which is a finitely generated pro- 
jective R-module, and such that for some n E 2. there is a morphism of degree .--n, 
1’ : A -+ R over Mod(R) such that for t E 2. the pairing 
The classical example of a Frijbenius algebra is the group algebra of a finite group 
over a field. The cfassical example of a Poincartr’algebra is the cohornology of a compact 
orrentable manifold with field coefticients, or indeed coefficients R such that the 
homology of the mamfold in question is a finitely generated projective. 
lid is a fimte dunensic~nal algebra over the field k. then A is a Poincarti algebra if 
and only 1f.4 is a Frobenrus algebra. The case where A is concentrated in degree zerl) 
IS well known (e.g. (5. p.313 J ). and the proof carries over readily to the graded case. 
Our terminology may seem slightly unusual for one tends to think of Frtjbenius al- 
gebras as cltncentrated in degree zero, and of Paincar algebras as being connected. 
In any event, we prove in Theorem 4 .2 that these algebras have the property that the 
notion of projective rnodulc coincides with. the notion of injcctive either on the left 
or the right. The classical case of this has resulted in abelian categories having suffi- 
ciently many projectives and injectives. and such that these coincide being called 
Frobenius abelian categories. 
In Section 4, we prove the following theorem which characterizes I’oincar? alge- 
bras m some cases. 
In the course of the proclf of the preceding theorem some properties of more gener- 
al algebras will be developed. 
Definition 2.4. An K-algebra A is a t~u,ar~~ f:robenius alpbra if 
(i) X is an object in .,tM or PIA which is injective, then x is fiat. 
(ii)ifO-,X’-*X+X” -, 0 is a short exact sequence in ,dilf or Ai, wtth X’ and A 
flat, then X” is flat. 
Remark. Proposition 5.4 shows that condition (ii) above follows from (i) under ap- 
propriate hypofhcses on R. 
Definition 2.5. A colmtwt s~wmt o/‘R-a&bras consists of a filtering ordered set I 
and 3 functor A from I to R-algebras such that if i,) C it in I, then d(i, ) is flat in 
At,o,.L~i and H,.t,,,. 
Our ??ns! the~~rem, proven in Section 5. shows that nearly Frobenius algebras of 
3 slightly restricted type have sr+me of the properties of Frrjbenius algebras. 
3. Projectives, injectives, and chain conditions 
This section contains the principal technical theorem which we will use. together 
wrth some relations between chain conditions and the notions of projective and in- 
jective modules. 
Defmiticbn 3.1. Let A be an R-algebra and f and ideal (two-sided) in d. A left A -mo- 
dule M IS pn +ectiw at f if 
(i! A/I ,F+, M IS 3 projective left d!farcldule, 
(ii) Tor,,(d:‘/, M) = 0 fur I{ > 0. 
A lelr .4-module X is cwmpkte at I if the filtration (PN), where F@IV ” IpN, is 
d ctrmpletr: Wtration (i.e.. :V = l$lP ,V/PfV). 
Our principal technical theorem is the following one. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that A is art K-alRe!wa und M and N are left A-modules. 
if there exists an ideal I in A such that M is projective at I and N is complete 
at I, then 
Proof. Let X be a projective resolution of M. Filter HomA@‘, N) by letting 
I: P HomA (X, N) = HomAW. FpN). where PN = PN. Since the filtration on 
N is complete and the functor Horn,, (X;) is limit preserving, this filtration on 
Hom,(X, N) is also complete. Further. since X is projjective, HornnIX. *) is ex- 
act. Hence 
Et,(Hom,, (X. N)) = Ho111,~ (X, I:‘,,*‘,‘1’)) = HomAil (A/l Brl X, fY(;,(N)). 
as / operates trivially on /Co(N). Therefore, 
E, (Hom,(X, N)) = HomA ,(ToP (,4/l. Mj, Eo(N)). 
Since M is projective at I. E, is zero in positive homological degrees. Thus 
Et f E,, and Ext$ (M. N) = 0 for ~lt > 9, as was to be proved. 
Corollary 3.3. If A is an R-algebra, / is a nilpotent ideal in A, and ever_v flat 
left A,fl-mcniuk is projective, then every flat left A-moduie is projective. 
Since ! is nilpotent, every object of J4 is complete at I. Thus t.he corrotiary 
follows at once from the *heorcm. 
cordl~ 3.4. If A is Artinian, then ever) flat left CM right A-module is projective. 
Since A is Artinian (i.e., satisfies the descending chain condition), its radical I is 
nilpotent and A/I is semi-simple. 
Defmition 3.5. A cogenerator B for AM is an object f!I of AM such that the functor 
HomA (*, B) : AM + Mod(R) is a faithful contravariant functor. 
The preceding definition is equivalent to saying that if f : M, + M2 is a morphism 
in ,&i and /‘# 0, then for some n E 2, there is a morphism g : M2 + sn B such that 
&# 0, or that any object of AM may be imbedded in a product of suspensions of B. 
Reposition 3.6. if A is an R-algebra such that there exists a two stied A-module B 
such that 
(i) as a kft A-module B is an injective cogenerator f ‘AM, 
(ii) as a right A-module B is Noetherian, then A is left Artinian. 
Roof. Let Jo 3 J, 3 . . . be a decreasing sequence of left ideals in A. Now, 
Horn_.4 (NJ,. B) + Horn (A/J,, B) + . . . is an increasing sequence of ri$t submodules 
of B = Hom,_,(,4, B). Since B is right Noetherian. there exists NE i! such that 
is an isomorphism for rz 2 A’. and B being left injective thus implies that 
WontA (J,#,, + ) , Bj = 0 for II J >A’. However. since B is a left coaenerator. this im- 
plies that ./,, = J,l+I for 11 3 ;V. and hence the proposition follows. 
Praof. If' A’ IS not .wo. X has a finitely generated submodule X’ f 0. .Y’ is Artinian 
and has 3 simpk suhmodt~le .Y”, but A”’ is a mod& over A,‘I, and (i) t’oliows. Pltrt 
(ii) follows ;tt r~lc‘e frum pxt (i) and the left exactness of tiom.,(A/1: 1. 
WC ~:nnzludt this section with a proposition whose ungraded vetsion is due to 
chase [4 1. 
Proof. The fact that if.4 is Let’r N~)etherian. then coproducts of injectives arc injec. 
twc IS the dw~.~u~ rncdifkcttiw of the &ssicaI proof whkh follows at once irom 
the standard &aructrriration 4 mje<tives (3. p. 8). Thus suppose coproducts of in- 
pxtwes are mje<trvc in =tM. and let I,, C I, C . . . be an increasing sequence of left 
ideals in ‘-1. Let .f,, : I,,:/,,_ 1 -, _T,‘II be 311 imbeddinp with X,, an inject&e. Let go =)c,, 
and choose morphisms g,,: I,, -+ I liGN. , 4’. mductively so that the diagratn 
I,, -.-I.--.. -_c I,,, 1 
.---------+ I,, + * /I,, 
)Kn 
f 
.c,1+i i &+I 
$,ls, 
-- tl,,,,+l Xj.--’ X,1+1 
IS commutative. Let f = colim I,, = UI,~, and let X = colitn nic;r,Xi = II,Xi, and 
g = colim g,, . Now g : I +X, and since X is injectivc. there is a morphism g: A +Xsuch 
that 2 II = g. Now #( t ) E IljGrl Xj C X for some n, thus imagegC Il~GOX~ and 
+ =‘iJ+t for 11 ‘;c n, which completes the proof. 
4. Poincare algebras 
In this section we shall consider R-algebras, where the notion of projective mo- 
dules is the same as that of injective modules. For such considerations it is important 
that the ground ring R also have this property. Moreover, we do not wish to be in a 
situation where it is possible to split the ground ring as a product of rings in a nontrivial 
Wii)f. 
Definition 4. I. The rmg R is a s~e~iul rirq if R is an Artinian local ring which is self- 
inject&e. 
An example ~-‘a special ring is given by dividing a principal ideal domain by a 
power of a maximal ideal. 
Over ti special ring R the notion of projective, injective, flat and free module coin- 
cide; and R has a unique simple module k, the residue field of R module its maximal 
ideal. Assuming that R is a special ring. iff : X ^+ Y is a monomorphism of finitely 
generated free modules which have the same rank, then J’is an isomorphism. Note 
chat special rings are characterized by the preceding properties. 
Proof. Let qL : A -c Horn/t (A, A ) be the morphism in AM such that qL (1) = A, where 
HomH(A. A ) is a left A-module using the right operation of .4 on itself in the first 
variable. Let f’ : A + R be a morphism of degree -rl which is a fundamental class of 
A. Now HomR (A, mL : A 3 HomR (A, R j is an isomorphism of degree -n in AAI. 
Since R is self-injective, HomR(A, Rj is an injective in n M, and hence so also is A. 
The fact that A is injective in MA follows similarly. 
Since R is Artinian and A is finitely generated over R, A is Artinian on both the 
right and the left. Hence the equivalence of(i) and (ii) follows from Corollary 3.4. 
Since an Artinian ring is Noetherian, the fact chat (ii) implies (iii j follows from Pro- 
position 3.8 and the fact that A is sclf.injective. Further, since A is self-injective and 
Artinian, it follows using Proptjsitions 3.7 and 3.8 that A is an injectivc cogenerato: 
L in both ,M and MA, Thus any object in ,,$4 may be imbedded in a product of ite:- 
ated suspension of A. Such a product is flat since A is Noetherian. and hence since 
injectives are summands of such products, they are flat. Thus (iii) implies lil and the 
theorem follows. 
Now obserse that if R is a special ring with residue field k, then R is the injective 
envelope of k, for R is an injective cogenerator in Mod(R) and thus A: imheds in R. 
Further, if the subspace HomR(k, R) were of dimension strictly greater than one 
over k. then R would split nontrivially as a product of rings since it is the injective 
envelope of this subspace. However, this is impossible since R is local. 
Nutice also that if.4 is a positive R-al&ra, and I is the radical of A, then 
I, = A, far n 3 0, and 1, is the radical of the R-algebra Afl. 
Proof, Sixe injectives and projectives are the same ,M and M,,, . cuproducts of injec- 
tives are injective. Thus by Proposition 3.8, A is left and right Noetherian and is an 
injective cogenerator in both Cl M and M,d, and hence by Proposition 3.6 both left 
and r&t Artinian. 
Let S be ttle left submodule of A annihilated by I. i.e.. X = HumA (k, A 1. Now 
A’ f 0. and A is its injective enve:>pe. If X = X’ 9X” with X’. X” # 0, then .4 
would split as a left A-module which is impossible since A is local. Thus for same 
unique Integer IZ > 0, there is an imbedding R : Pk -=+ .4 in AM which extends to an 
imbedding i : CR -+ A in Mod(R) since A is injectivc. Hence there exists]‘ : A -+ R. 
a morphism of degree -II in Mod{R ), such that fg is an isomurphism of degree -n. 
Thus there is a morphismf’, : A -+ HomR(,4. Rl of degree -n in AM induced by /, 
and jl p f 0. Hence by Proposition 3.7. ft is a monomorphism of degree -11. How. 
ever. for R E 2, A, and Horn&In-q R) are free R-modules, ihid thus 
rank(4,) < rank HomR(d,t_y, R) = rank A,,_q = rank (Ad). 
and at follows that ]I, is an isomorphism of degree -tt. Similarly,fk ; A + HomR(A,R) 
IS an isomorphism in MA, and the theorem is proved. 
Observe that Theorem 2.3 is a special case of the preceding theorem, an even more 
special case being that where A is connected. 
Corollary 4.4. If’R = k is a field and A is a pmirive R-algebra wtis~vitrg the cotditirtt~ 
of rhe prwdiitg themwt. the11 A is u FmbctGrs algebra. 
5. Nearly Frabenius algebras 
Ill this section we prove Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. We also obtain a few additional 
properties of nearly Fwbwius algebras. 
Lemma 5. I. If I. A is a cwhercwt system oj‘R-al@ms (2.5). am/ B = colimlA. lhcr~ ij’ 
X is an object oj*Bfzr (MB ), X is flat ijam/ ody i/‘X is flat in ..jfi,.h.4 (M,t,i,)jijraNiE/. 
Proof. If Tor.“‘“(M, X) = 0 for all 84 in AiB and all 11 > 0. then Tor:(M. X j = 
coliq Tar;, t&W.X)=OsndXis flat in B~t~,C~r~versely.sincc ifi,Gi,, A(i flat in 
A,ioIM, it follows that B is flat in n,i, M for i E I, and thus if X is flat in H M, it is Oat 
in AIIIM for all i. 
Proof. Supptm i : AY’ -+ M is a monomurphism iri ,, M and f : M’ + X is a morphism 
in AM. We have a commutative diagram with cti.act rows 
since R is ftat in ,\I,4 and a canonical mcqhism 7: B $2 ,1 M’ -+ X in .M such that 
fi’ =fi Choose g : B @,., ill -* X such that .4(L? @ A i) = ./ using thal X is injective in 
fih4. Lcttingg = gi. ,qi = f, and it follrrws that X is injective in .tb4. Hence the lenma 
is proved. 
Now Theorem 2.h follows at once from Lemmas 5.1. and 5.2. 
Roof of 2.7. C’crt;iinly (i) implies (ii). Hcn~e suppose (ii) and that 0 --,X - Y -, Y” --, 
, % \ 1s an exact sequenie in Ag $1 with Y injective. By condition (i) in the definition ot 
nearly Frobenius algebra, Y is ftar. Thus by (ii). Y” is flat. Let / be the ideal in A 
such that Iq = A, for q 2 0, and I,! = 0. Now X is complete at I. since it is hounded 
below. Further, A,// = A,,, Y” is projective at A,, skc it is tlar. and A,,@ ,,1 Y” IS 
proJectivc in ,,to #. . “1 since projective and flat are equivalent over A,,. Hcncc by 3.2. X 
is a direct summand of Y snd thus injective in nS4. i.e., (ii) implies (iii 1. 
Now suppose that X is injecttve. then there is an exact scqucnce 
o* IV’-+ W-+X --, 0 with II’ projective and bounded below. since X is houncied bc- 
low. This implies IV’ is bounded below. and hence complete at 1. where I is ;1s above. 
Further. X being flat is projective at I, and applying 3.2 WC again the sequence 
splits. Thus X is projective, (iii) implies (ii}, and Ihe proof of 2.7 is complete. 
Observe that actually we have proved something strllngcr rhan is asserted in 2.7 
for in view of 3.4 we have used only rhe hypothesis that A,, is right and left Artinian 
rather than that A, is a Frobenius algebra over a field. 
Suppose that A is an H-algebra. let DA (*) : ,4M -, I!~A denote the contravariant 
functor HomR ( l , R), let D”(e): hi,4 -+ AM be the contravariant functor HornN( l , R ). 
Let @,_: i/+4 -+ Dzt and OR: 1~~ -D;, be the canonical adjunction murphisrns. Also 
let D( l ) : Mod(R) --, Mod(R) be the contravariant functor HomR(*. R). 
Proof. Let P be a projective revolution of X. Now D(P% A 13 = HomA (p, 1)~ ( 0). 
and noting that D is exact since R is self-injec tive on passing to homology. we have 
D(Tori! (.A’, Y)) = Extf?l (X, DA(Y)) for N E Z. The other part of the proposition 
follows similarly. 
Proof. suppose 0 -*X’ -+ X -+ X”’ -+ 0 is an exact sequence in =tM with X’ and X flat. 
then 0 -+ D,,$ (X”) 4 D, (X) + D,A (X’) -, 0 IS an exact sequence in M, with DA(X) 
and D, (X’) flat. since they are injective by Proposition 5.4 and the functor D-4 (0) 
is exact because R is self-injective. Now 
is such that the composite is the identity. However, o)r IX”) is injectivc, since DA (x”) 
is flat. Thus D,$ (X”) is flat and Di (X”) is irljective. It foliow~ that DA (X”) is injec- 
tive and hence by Proposition 5.4. X” is flat. Since sinhr considerations apply start- 
ing in MA. the proposition is proved. 
We conclude by showing that some subalgebras of nearly Frobenius algebras arc 
nearly Frobenius. 
Roof. Suppose X is an object of ,$4 which is injective. 
O-+X!+ C& XT!UA@~ X-*0 
is exact, since B/,4 is flat in A4/t. L.et j : B aA X + Y be an imbedding of B C3, A’ 
rn an injective in BM. Now ii : X --c Y is a monomorphism in AM and it is split. since 
X is injective. However. Y is flat in hA ICI and hence in ,,,M because S is flat in AM. Thus 
A’ is Oat and injectives in AM are flat. Similarly injectives in MA are flat. The proposi- 
tion now follows from Proposition 5.4. 
Note that the hypothesis that B/A is flat in ,tM and MA just says that B is faith- 
fully tlat [Z J in AhI and bjA. 
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